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PRESIDENT’S REPORT   
 

20th April and a week to go until level 3 kicks in. Social distancing will still remain but 

fishing from the shore will apparently be one of the permitted outdoor activities as long as 

travel is kept to a minimum. Luckily for most of us, the two Auckland harbours and the 

Hauraki Gulf, are close at hand, so compliance with the requirements should not be 

problematic. The Prime Minister wants us all to keep our “bubbles” as small as possible 

which fired up my imagination and reminded me of those crazy little 3 wheeled cars of the 

1950’s and 60’s called “kabinenrollers”. They were manufactured by the famous German 

aircraft builder, Messerschmitt and would be absolutely perfect for transporting a single 

angler and his/her gear to a shoreline fishing spot at a modest cost. However, while the tiny 
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engines are very economical, a google search reveals asking prices of $31,500(US) for a 

fully restored vehicle so I can’t see a “fleet” of NSFF “bubble cars” anytime soon.  

  

Over the last 3 weeks, I have been taking my wife to our doctors in Mairangi Bay 

(following a nasty stumble on our daily walk), a journey which provides a periodic view 

of the sea. on several occasions, I have seen enormous “workups” of seabirds extending all 

the way to our home in Takapuna which clearly indicates that there are huge numbers of 

baitfish around at present together (hopefully) with the kingfish, kahawai and snapper that 

prey on them. Weather permitting, it looks like some shoreline fishing will be happening 

pretty soon but not shoulder to shoulder! 

 

While this covid-19 virus has almost shut the world down at present, this planet which we 

all share and call home, is literally breathing a “sigh of relief”. Satellite images from space 

have recorded very significant reductions in atmospheric pollution and the children of New 

Delhi are now able to see the wondrous Himalaya mountains that their grandparents told 

them about. Medical research laboratories worldwide are desperately searching for an 

effective vaccine for covid-19 and hopefully, one will be found in the not too distant future. 

Until that time, we will all be advancing very carefully against an invisible enemy, trying 

our very best not to step on any “anti-immunity mines”! 

 

I would also like to record my sincere thanks, on behalf of all of our club members, to 

Barrie Barnes whose I.T. skills have proven to be invaluable in maintaining contact through 

this unprecedented time. Further, Barrie has done a tremendous amount of work in building 

a new website for our club and we will let members know when things are “up and 

running”. 

I think you will all be as pleased as I am. 

 

In the meantime, stay safe and well while we await the “new normal”. 

 

 

Dave Symes, 

President. 

 

 

FISHING REPORT 

Naturally, there are no fishing reports, but to help keep up our enthusiasm for when we can 

once again go fishing here are some pics of past catches in the related areas. 
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Auckland / Waikato 

 

Simon and Alan on the recent Club 

River Competition on the 

Whanganui River with one of his 

competition winning fish. Photo 

courtesy of Simon Hoole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rotorua  

 

 

 

 

Six and a half ponds of 

Ngongotaha summer fun.  
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Taupo Region 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gary giving some expert 

advice to the newbies Roy 

and Dave on what flies to 

use on Lake 

Otamangakau. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saltwater Report 

Dawn at Takapuna boat ramp and off for an early morning Fly session. 
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After a number pf walks at Waiake Beach, and hearing from others that have been walking 

around the East Coast Bays area, I can report that the Kahawai have been chasing the 

autumn Anchovy runs into very shallow water. Sometimes as close as 10mtres from the 

beach. So when we do move to Level 3 guess where I will be heading with my Fly rod.  

 

 

Fishy Tales  

 

- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to 

iconpromote@gmail.com  .  Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.  

 

 

LAST CLUB NIGHT 

 

Last month we had our own Dave Symes talking to us about Lake Otamangakau. It was a 

very enjoyable evening and thank you once again Dave.  

 

 

NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 21st APRIL 7.30 PM  

 

This month we be having a video link up Club Night live online. 

 

Our guest speaker will be Johan Kok of Crazy About Fly Fishing. Johan is a mad keen fly 

fisher, both fresh and salt water. He was kind enough to do our online Fly Tying Instruction 

earlier this month. Apart from all his fly fishing and fly tying videos, Johan has a business 

that is called Wildimages.Co,  

 

For our club meeting, Johan’s presentation is entitled Simple, practical tips to take better 

fishing photos.  In this presentation, Johan will show and explain how to use available light, 

the rule of thirds and perspective to take great photos on your next fishing trip. There won’t 

be any complex photographic explanations, this will be practical tips anyone can apply 

with any camera. Also, in line with our current online age, his presentation will be recorded 

and made available to Members. 

 

Please ensure that you have logged in prior to this time.  To log in check the 

instructions "How To Login" on the email sent out to you earlier.  You may participate by 

video, by two-way audio (no video), just listen or via your landline (listen & Talk). 

 

This is sure to be an interesting evening. We hope you will enjoy it.  

 

 

mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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QUOTABLE QUOTES 

 

“I have never tied a perfect pattern. Every fly has an antic disposition, an errant fiber, or 

faulty wrap.” 

Darrel Martin 

 

WHY WE FISH 

 

It is the glory of the art of angling that its disciples never grow old. The muscles may 

relax and the beloved rod become a burden, but the fire of enthusiasm kindled in youth is 

never extinguished. 

George Dawson - The Pleasures of Angling 

 

 

 

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and 

email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have 

changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or 

so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise John 

Cuthbertson by email, his new email address is john.cuthbe@gmail.com . 

 

 

CLUB TROPHIES 

 

Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club 

Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Roy Richardson. 

Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person 

who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this 

happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.  

 

Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member 

during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the 

Lake Pupuke fishery. Current holder is Lucas Bathurst. 

 

mailto:john.cuthbe@gmail.com
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I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most 

species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is 

Simon Hoole. 

 

Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days. 

One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Simon Hoole. 

The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater 

Trophy. Current holder is Simon Hoole. 

 

 

 

FOR SALE 

 

Just a reminder, if you ever have any Fishing Gear you are keen to sell then the Club is 

happy to put something in the Newsletter for you. 

 

 
FOR SALE 

Pelin 12ft Plywood Dingy -  

8hp Mercury Outboard 

2 Tanks – 11lts each 

Oars – Life Jackets – Anchors – Seats 

(09) 418 3634 – Ask for Les 

$3750- 
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FLY TYING INSTRUCTION 

 

The first online session of Fly Tying instruction took place at 7.30pm last Tuesday. As a 

watcher rather than a tyer I found it excellent. Easy to follow, easy to connect, and easy to 

hear. Reports from the Members receiving the interactive instruction were equally positive.  

 

A big credit and thank you to Johan Kok, our instructor, and to Barrie Barnes for setting it 

all up.  

 

If you would like to see the video of the Fly being tied just click on one of these links: 

https://youtu.be/YdlVZRj8_Go or Friday Fly Day #9  

 

Stay tuned for the next online fly tying night! 

 

 

CLUB TRIPS 2020 

 

January – Mohaka River 2020 

February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes  

March – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip 2020 

March – Lake Otamangakau  

May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 2020 – 22nd, 23rd,24th  

July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2020 

November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2020 

November – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested) 

December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2020 

 

The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the 

country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your 

committee know. 

 

 

MAY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA AND ROTORUA AREA 

AT THIS POINT IT LOOKS LIKE WE MAY BE ABLE TO RUN THIS TRIP. It 

Will All Depend On The Alert Level We Are At And Whatever Restrictions Apply. If 

You Have Any Questions Call Duncan On 021 648 956. 

This year’s May Club Trip to Rotorua / Ngongotaha will be on the weekend of Thursday 

21st , Friday 22nd , Saturday 23rd and Sunday the 24th of May OR the weekend of Thursday 

18th , Friday 19th , Saturday 20th and Sunday the 21st of June. All dependent on the Alert 

https://youtu.be/YdlVZRj8_Go
http://www.flyfishinginxs.kiwi/blog/friday-fly-day-9-category-3-101-fly-johan-kok
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Levels. We will again be staying at the Paradise Valley Lodge. Costs will be $90.00 each, 

which will cover 2 nights’ accommodation in the lodge. The regular Saturday night BBQ 

will not take place as this involves shared preparation of food.  

If you want to come down on the Thursday, as many of us do, then simply add $45 to make 

it $135.00. 

This is always a fun Trip and even if the weather turns to absolute rubbish there is a plethora 

of Lakes to fish and you can always find somewhere out of the wind. 

If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make ASAP and then pay your 

money to the Club in any of the normal ways.  

 internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 

ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga 

as a reference);  

 by cheque made out to North Shore Flyfishers Inc and posted to the Club's mailing 

address (PO Box 31387 Milford, Auckland 0741); or  

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com 

 

 

JOKE OF THE MONTH 

 

Late one night a burglar broke into a house and while he was sneaking around he heard a 

voice say, "Jesús is watching you." 

 

He looked around and saw nothing. He kept on creeping and again heard, "Jesús is 

watching you." 

 

In a dark corner, he saw a cage with a parrot inside.The burglar asked the parrot, "Was it 

you who said Jesús is watching me" 

 

The parrot replied, "Yes." 

 

Relieved, the burglar asked, "What is your name?" 

The parrot said, "Clarence." 

 

The burglar said, "That's a stupid name for a parrot. What idiot named you Clarence?" 

 

The parrot answered, "The same idiot that named the Rottweiler Jesús." 

mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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Fikrits annual trip to the Tekapo canals was cut short by the lockdown but before being 

forced to leave he did manage some solid fish. The little baby Rainbow was just 8pds, the 

bigger one went over 22pds. Photo courtesy of Fikrit Chinassi. 
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THE MILL DAM 

Article generously allowed to be published here by Dave McLellan 

 

The dam was not large, although in my early youth it appeared so, but in reality the water 

backed up the stream perhaps 100 yards with the average width of about 25 yards and with 

the depth of water tapering down to perhaps 5 yards at the dam breast. 

 

Large oak trees lined the far bank, providing a summer bounty for the white farmyard ducks 

who would swim across the dam and feed on the acorns that dropped onto the water . Ducks 

love acorns which they swallow whole but how they manage to digestive them is a 

complete mystery. 

 

On the near bank a rough track extended down from a country road into a cobbled courtyard 

that extended from an old farmhouse to the edge of the dam. The house belonged to Jimmy 

the Miller, a small grumpy man with one eye, his wife Lizzie, a large country lass that 

could have eaten him for breakfast and Johnny their teenage son who was always in trouble. 

They all lived in the house which was probably as old as the mill itself, it had stone walls 

3 feet thick and a recess in the large kitchen which held their only bed on the ground floor. 

At the edge of the cobbled courtyard close to the dam there was an old manual wrought 

iron water pump which like the ducks digestive system was another mystery that my child’s 

brain struggled to comprehend. 

 

This old pump was our only source of fresh water but getting it out of the pump was no 

easy task. As a child it was my job to try to persuade the pump to release its bounty. The 

procedure seemed simple enough you took about half a bucket of water to prime the pump 

by pouring it down a hole at the top and then pump madly on the wooden handle. Most 

often all you got was a small gurgling sound deep down underground followed by lots of 

cursing when nothing happened. Sometimes instead of a gurgle sound I swear that it 

sounded more of a chortle, this pump really had it in for me. After following this procedure 

four or five times the gurgle would suddenly stop and the wooden handle would become 

heavy and it would regurgitate the water you had just put in followed eventually by 

freshwater. The heavy bucket was then lugged back to the hut where I would be told off 

for taking so long. 

 

At the time by fishing tackle consisted of a 8 1/2 foot fly rod that had started out many 

years ago as a 9 ft rod with the boot of someone’s car eating the missing 6 inches. My reel 

was an old 3 1/2”  Condex which held 20yds of backing and a number one level Kingfisher 

fly line.  
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My first spinning reel was still three birthdays away so my bait fishing involved  casting 

the bait { usually worms or maggots} as best I could without the hook and the bait parting 

company. 

 

When the rivers where in flood after heavy rain there was no problem as there was usually 

a sinker or a float with split shot attached to the line giving it enough weight so that a 

smooth sideways cast would usually place the bait where it was required.  

 

Fishing in the Mill Dam was a little more difficult since no weight was used and required 

the bait being placed on the ground about two rod lengths behind you followed by a smooth 

overhead cast that hopefully kept the bait attached to the hook. 

 

The preferred bait when fishing in the dam was brandling worms which could be found in 

the local farmers dung midden, not in the steamy new smelly cow shit but off to the side 

against the stonework where the front- end loader had missed allowing the dung to mature. 

 

A small spade slid down the wall prising off this mature dung would reveal a wriggling 

mass of pink brandlings . These were then put into a jar containing sphagnum moss, which 

not only cleaned them up but toughened them ready to be introduced to a hook.  

 

One day while casting my hardened branding worm into the dam there was a jerk on the 

line and followed by a loud squawk from the hen which had just eaten my worm. While I 

was playing one of his prize chooks around the farmyard the old Miller appeared. 

 

This was it a smack in the ear or a kick in the arse was surely on its way, but to my surprise 

he just stood for a moment watching the action before remarking, “trout not biting today”. 

He then just moved on leaving me to try and remove my hook from the poor demented 

chicken. 

 

 

NO NEW NOSE PIERCINGS – HOW TO FLY FISH IN THE WIND 

By Ryan Sparks – www.themeateater.com – Another one of those many good American 

Fly Fishing Websites 

Wind is one of fly fishing’s biggest challenges. Whether fishing fresh or saltwater, the 

breeze make casting difficult and at times impossible. With spring on its way in many parts 

of the country, fly anglers are eager to get outside, but howling spring winds cause many 

of them to compulsively check the forecast and wait for a calm day instead. After a long 

winter anticipating lakes and rivers thawing, there’s no reason to stay inside. Learning to 

cope with the wind is part of becoming a better fly angler. 

http://www.themeateater.com/
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Hone Your Cast 

If you want to fly fish in saltwater, you’re going to have to deal with wind. Wind is 

omnipresent to some degree on the open ocean or shallow flats. Live with it. Because 

you’re often making long casts with heavy flies, an efficient double haul cast is essential. 

Accelerating the line by hauling down on the slack with your non-rod hand will give it 

more energy to punch through the wind. 

Saltwater fish are always moving, so anglers who can cast quickly and accurately have the 

best chances at getting their fly in front of a fish before it disappears or spooks. A good 

double haul accomplishes both of these things using line speed. Watch a good video, then 

practice this method in an open, grassy area before ever setting foot on a boat or wading 

onto a flat. The last thing you want is to attempt an unfamiliar cast with a sharp hook 

zipping past your face in heavy wind. Once you have a solid foundation, increase the speed 

of your casting stroke and hauls to counter the wind. Casting side-arm or crouching lower 

can also help to keep your line out of the wind. 

In freshwater, learning how to Spey cast with your single-hand rod can also up your game 

in the wind, especially when there are branches and obstacles to avoid. These water-loaded 

casts keep the line controlled, lower, and out of the air, reducing chances for snagging trees 

and yourself. 

Line Up 

When you know wind is going to be an issue, bring a heavier, faster action rod, and over-

weighted fly line to assist in punching through the breeze. Pick a fly line one full size 

heavier (or more) than your rod’s weight rating. I know an excellent Hawaiian bonefish 

angler who often overlines his rods by three or four sizes and picks his line according to 

the wind. Heavier lines help load more of the rod, utilizing the powerful butt section to 

launch flies with more energy. Shortening your leader a couple feet or stepping up to 

heavier leader can also help turn over flies when casting into the wind. 

Prevent Tangles 

A common frustration caused by the wind is having your loose working line blown off the 

deck or snagged on rocks or roots when you’re trying to cast. A stripping basket can help 

here when wading. Not only does it shelter your loose line from the wind, but internal 

spindly teeth or spikes help keep coils of loose line tangle-free. On the bow of a flats boat, 

strip the line back into the cockpit rather than coiling it in loops on the deck. Some skiffs 

include casting mats, line buckets, or small rubber fingers around the edge of the bow for 
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this purpose. But I’ve seen casting mats blow off the deck, and I’ve never found anything 

that keeps line from tangling or sliding under my feet better than keeping it in the cockpit. 

Advanced casters will often develop their own particular method for gathering loops of fly 

line around their fingers so it isn’t all just laying around. I use the method where you gather 

a loop of line every two or three strips, holding the first loop with my pinky finger, the 

second over my ringer finger, the third over my middle finger, and so on. This way you 

can release individual loops as you cast, instead wondering if the pile at your feet has 

snagged a cleat or gotten tangled. 

Stay Fresh 

These same tips apply in freshwater, but one major difference is that in the sweet stuff, fly 

anglers are often continually blind casting as opposed to targeting specific fish. Casting all 

day as you drift down a river or move about a lake means you will encounter wind of 

differing velocity and angle. 

The most dangerous wind is one that blows across your body from the direction of your 

rod hand. To avoid an unplanned nose piercing, switch your cast to swing over your 

opposite shoulder so the wind blows the fly away from you rather that towards you. This 

can be done by casting across your body, or you can turn your back to the wind and deliver 

the fly backhanded. 

If you are drifting down a river with a partner on the oars, you’ll also want to keep your 

casts away from them. They’re rowing for you after all, and rowing in the wind can be 

more difficult than casting in it. Make sure your flies aren’t speeding over the center of the 

boat by casting across whichever shoulder is furthest away from the rower. If the wind is 

coming toward your casting shoulder, and switching to your off-shoulder means making 

your oarsman buddy duck on every cast, just fish on the other side of the boat until the 

wind switches or you feel comfortable. 

Put the Wind to Work 

Instead of fighting the wind, you can make it work for you using the float ’n’ fly rig. 

The float ’n’ fly consists of a nymph or streamer below a lightweight bobber—also known 

as a strike indicator. The best part of the rig is its simplicity. Simply adjust the depth of 

your fly relative to the depth of the bottom by sliding the bobber. Then lob it out there and 

let it ride. This works on lakes, dragging your presentation behind as the wind pushes you 

forward, as well as rivers. Either place, the wind moves the float across the water and the 

chop imparts action to the fly without casting and retrieving. I use buggers, zonkers, 

https://westwaterproducts.com/thingamabobber.html
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girdlebugs, and a host other standard trout flies with this method. It also works great for 

panfish and bass using light jigs. Rabbit fur, marabou, and other natural materials perform 

really well as they undulate and breathe in the water, adding even more movement. Using 

a long, light leader and a loop knot allows the fly to move freely and bounce under the 

bobber. 

The size of the float affects how your fly rides in the water. Large floats create a tight, up-

and-down jig rhythm, while small bobbers give the fly’s path a wider wavelength. A jig-

style hook can help keep the point up, suspending the fly horizontally in front of fish while 

avoiding snags on the bottom. Keep a close eye on the bobber; sometimes fish will take it 

from below and lift the fly. This lift causes the bobber to spin or lay over on its side. If the 

bobber does anything but bounce in the chop, set the hook. 

The float ’n’ fly is a simple and effective technique for a number of species, yet many fly 

anglers are unaware of it and head home when the wind picks up. While it is laughably 

simple, it will surprise you with its effectiveness and extend your fishing season by letting 

you get out on windy days. Try it the next time the wind is giving you fits. The breeze is 

part of fishing and with a little work on your cast and a couple tricks up your sleeve, you 

can still have a great time on the water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Allen prospecting the Whanganui during the Club Competition. Photo courtesy of Simon 

Hoole. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iv1aNhz7btU
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GROWING OLD 

Generously allowed to be published here by Dave McLellan 

 

 

Eyes struggle to look, at the words in a book. 

And my skin has got thin and quite crispy. 

 

Getting out of a bath, you can land on your arse. 

Bulky knickers that used to be wispy. 

 

 

Theirs a pain in my knee, and it stings when I pee. 

I’ve got cracks in my bum that are bleeding. 

 

With bones close to braking, and gout that is aching. 

Hair that grew on my head is receding. 

 

 

I struggle to hear, unless you’re quite near 

Things you did once now look silly. 

 

Hair that grew on my head, from my ears grows instead. 

And everything‘s got stiff but my Willie. 

 

 

My back gives me pain, well now and again. 

Tendonitis is stiffening my shoulder. 

 

Sex is farther apart, and I can’t trust a fart. 

Is must be true, are we getting older. 

 

 

SALMON FARMS CANNOT USE WORD “SUSTAINABLE”  

By Ben Hope – (This article was copied from the Canterbury Anglers Club Magazine) 

 

In Scotland salmon farms have been banned from describing themselves as “sustainable” 

because of the environmental problems created by their industry.  

The Scottish Advertising Standards Agency, according to a UK magazine – British Edition 

of “Country Living” magazine November 2019 – recently ruled that a salmon farm 

company cannot use the word “sustainable” to describe its product or operations.  
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An article by photographer-conservationist Colin Smith said “If people care about 

environmental impact, there is no farmed salmon you can eat and be content with ——

there is no way to make open-cage salmon farming non-environmental impactful.”  

 

In a footnote at the end of the article, Colin Smith said “To be truly sustainable, avoid 

eating salmon altogether. Choose smaller options such as mackerel, sardines and 

anchovies.”  

 

Ecological Imbalance  
Colin Smith said salmon farming had created a huge ecological imbalance with an 

estimated wild population of Atlantic salmon on the north west coast of Scotland at about 

20,000 in contrast to salmon farms in the same area carrying 50-70 million.  

 

An ecological disaster had been created with the main source of the problem being the use 

of ‘open cages’.  

 

“Fish are kept in suspended nets suspended below a platform in the sea. Feed goes in and 

everything else – from spent feed to faeces, disease, parasites, chemicals and anti-biotic – 

flows back into the open water. This impacts indigenous species such as crab, shrimp, 

prawn and lobster. As a result, these farms diminish biodiversity, sucking the life out of 

ecosystems surrounding them.”  

 

Farm Slurry  
“Parasites spread quickly through these inhumane environments, blocking gills and eating 

skin (of farmed fish), before moving out to prey on wild fish. Then there’s fish farm slurry 

which nitrifies the water, increasing algae blooms, removing oxygen and reducing quality.”  

Scottish salmon farms emitted around 400,000 tonnes of waste in 2017 – equal to the 

sewage equivalent of 2.5 million people going into the ocean.  

 

Colin Smith wrote that it took 25 kgs of wild fish, removed from places such as Peru, The 

Gambia and Angola, to feed just five kilograms of farmed fish in Scotland.  

 

Dead Fish  
However, the Scottish salmon farm industry was experiencing about 20 percent mortality, 

meaning that for every five fish produced, one was dying. Last year the Scottish salmon 

farm industry created about 16,000 tonnes of dead fish.  

 

“When you consider that to produce the 16,000 tonnes of dead fish, it took five times of 

16000 (80,000 tonnes), it’s like taking 80,000 tonnes of fish out of the ocean just to burn 

them in incinerators.”  
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Colin Smith said apart from his advice to not eat salmon, people should google ‘salmon 

farming’ to draw their own conclusions.  

 

Salmon has long been one of the most popular fish to eat in the UK. 

 

 

EDITORS NOTE 
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FISHING FUNNIES 
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated) 

 

MEMBERS FEEDBACK 

We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.   

But are we?? 
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative. 

For example, have you been on a club fishing trip?  Did you enjoy yourself?  What would 

you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of?  Less of? In 

short, talk to us. 

The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.  

So if you have something on your mind let us know. 

 

Thank you - Your committee 

 

NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE 

 

Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST 

Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge. 

Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST 

Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST 

 

If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club 

Nights or at Hunts Sports. 

 

Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm: 
Milford Cruising Club, 24 Craig Road, Milford, North Shore City 

NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE 

Club Patron – Dave McLellan  

President -  Dave Symes       486-6257 Takapuna      dssymes@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary -   

Treasurer - John Cuthbertson      413-6993 Greenhithe    john.cuthbe@gmail.com  

Magazine -   Duncan Frew  021 648 956  Torbay         iconpromote@gmail.com  

Committee – Barrie Barnes  021 925 006 Glenfield barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi 

Members     John Dernie  027 563 3842  Glenfield     dernie@xtra.co.nz 

                   Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

          Mike Martindale   489 1082   Takapuna      miketmartindale@gmail.com      

          Maurice Parlane 021 650 692   Northcote     maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 

             
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated: P.O. Box 31-387, Milford, North Shore City 
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